The ‘Tee-Up’ Foldaway - Instructions

The ‘Tee-Up’ Foldaway – Extend your Golfing Life

The device that folds, so you don’t have to!

For further demonstrations on how to use product visit our website;

COMPONENTS

A) Tee up foldaway

B) Tee collector
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**Folded Position**

The Photo on the right shows the ‘Tee-Up’ in the folded Position.

> To fold device gently pull the two parts of the shaft away from each other then fold the two sections over one another so that the trigger handle folds neatly in-between the jaws and the stabiliser tube.

**Extended Position**

> To revert device back to the extended position simply reverse the above process.
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**Left or Right Handed? - Simple Adjustment**

>Tee-up is supplied to you in ‘Right Handed’ orientation as shown in photo. When extended the two arrows on the shaft are both displayed on the same side of the device.

>For left handed orientation, one arrow shows on top the other on the bottom. Simply gently pull apart the shaft and twist one end around to setup into the ‘Left Handed’ orientation.

*********** Warning ***********

To avoid unnecessary strain on the trigger cord ensure that the trigger is in the released position (Jaws open) prior to pulling the shaft apart.
Loading the Tee-Up

>With the Jaws of the device open (trigger released) simply place the golf ball between the jaws and allow it to lay on top of the black Stabiliser Tube. **You may find laying the end of the Tee-Up onto your golf bag helps provide additional stability when loading the device.**

>With your other hand take a tee and insert it between the jaws and push it up against the ball. Now close the jaws using the trigger. To ensure the tee-peg will set easily into the ground check that the tee is pushed up against the ball and is in a vertical position. The device is now loaded and you are ready to tee up the ball.
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Teeing Up the Ball

> Vertically press the tee into the ground to the desired height. Gently release the trigger to open the jaws and whilst keeping the base of the tube placed on the ground allow the ‘Stabiliser’ to rise slowly until it is clear of the ball.

> When clear of the ball, gently move the jaws sideways away from the ball. You are now ready to hit a sweet shot!

What to do with your device after Teeing up?

> Simply drop the device to the ground, play your shot and then retrieve it by hooking the end of your club through the Dedicated Loop.
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Retrieving Tee

1. Use the Jaws only to gently collect the tee. (Photo A).

   **OR** - if you are having difficulty (because of the style of tee used for example) then why not try using the "TC" as described below.

2. Attach the supplied "TC" to the Stabiliser tube. (This can now be left on the device permanently if you wish).

3. Place the "TC" inside the jaws which should then be partly closed. (Photo B).

4. Position the Tee-Up stabiliser tube end close to the tee peg, lower with the jaws partially open and place the "TC" over the tee peg. (Photo C).

5. Push the device down and over the tee then close the jaws to retrieve it. (Photo D).

Note:- The "TC" should also be placed inside the jaws when folding.
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